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The Handbooks in Central Banking series form a key part of the activities of the Centre for
Central Bank Studies (CCBS) at the Bank of England. The CCBS has been in existence since
1990, delivering seminars, workshops and expert advice to central banks all over the world. The
Handbooks cover the same subject matter; namely the technical and analytical aspects of central
banking.
The Handbooks are aimed primarily at central bankers, and have proved extremely popular and
useful reference works for all those looking for material that provides both a clear analytical
framework together with the practical application of these ideas.
Most of the CCBS Handbooks are available from our website
www.bankofengland.co.uk/education/ccbs/handbooks_lectures.htm. Several have been translated
into Spanish, Russian and Arabic, and these versions are also available on the website.
Our aim is to continue to add to the series, covering new areas of interest and also updating
existing Handbooks to take account of recent developments. Some of the new Technical
Handbooks include econometric exercises developed in our workshops, thus making these
available to a wider audience.
We hope you ￿nd the new additions to the series useful, and would welcome any comments on
the Handbooks and any suggestions for future topics.
We should note that all views expressed are those of the authors and not necessarily those of the
Bank of England or Monetary Policy Committee members.
Andrew P. Blake and Francesco Zanetti
Series Editors
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Since the seminal work by Kydland and Prescott (1982), Dynamic Stochastic General
Equilibrium (DSGE) models have become workhorses for the study of business cycle
￿uctuations in macroeconomics. Original proponents of these models hypothesized that
technology shocks would be the main drivers of business cycle ￿uctuations with little (or no) role
for ￿scal and monetary policy. In the late 1980s and early 1990s, DSGE models were augmented
with the introduction of nominal rigidities that allowed examination of monetary policy in
determining business cycle ￿uctuations. These models, commonly referred to as New Keynesian
models since they usually comprise dynamic IS and Phillips’ curves as well as some expression
to represent monetary policy, are widely used by central banks that use these models to evaluate
the effects of monetary policy and even produce economic forecasts.1
Any DSGE model (whether New Keynesian or not) comprises a system of dynamic, usually
forward-looking, equations that require speci￿c methods to obtain well de￿ned solutions, and the
modelling of policy has important complications. The literature on the solution of this type of
model with rational expectations includes Blanchard and Kahn (1980), who showed the
necessary conditions needed to obtain a unique solution. In order to apply their (and similar)
solution method, a model needs to be written in a particular form, known as state-space form,
and the eigenvalues of the system need to be investigated. The eigenvalues determine whether the
system is saddlepath stable with a unique solution. This Handbook shows how to put some
(simple) DSGE models into an appropriate state space, how to consider the stability conditions
suggested by Blanchard and Kahn (1980) and how to solve these models. We then consider how
we might use these models and show impulse responses and various moments of the model
variables. Some sensitivity analysis would usually be performed to assess how, say, the
persistence of fundamental shocks can affect the dynamic properties of the model. The aim of
this Handbook is to demonstrate the applied aspect of solving these models, with more
theoretical considerations associated with solving these models covered in a companion
Handbook (Blake and Fernandez-Corugedo (2010)) which considers a number of special cases
and dif￿culties as well as the most general possible solution. New Keynesian models are used as
examples throughout the Handbook and many of the equations take inspiration from Gal￿ (2003).
In this Handbook we consider a number of standard variations of the New Keynesian model, the
basic derivation of which is covered in the companion Handbook (Zanetti (2010)) so only a brief
discussion of the foundations of these models is necessary. Closed-economy New Keynesian
models comprise at least three equations: a dynamic IS curve (which re￿ects the negative
relationship between an appropriate demand variable ￿ the output gap ￿ and the real interest
rate), a Phillips’ curve (a positive relationship between excess demand and in￿ation), and an
equation that represents the preferences of the monetary policymaker and therefore determines
money market equilibrium (for instance a Taylor rule). The ‘New’ in New Keynesian stems from
the fact that these models are derived under the assumption of maximising agents with rational
expectations; the resulting behavioural relationships are designed to be immune to the Lucas
(1976) Critique. The resulting equations are forward-looking, re￿ecting the inter-temporal nature
of optimal decision by economic agents. The thorough derivation of the system equations is
1Hammond (2010) Table C shows that 20 out of the 27 in￿ation targeting central banks either use or are developing some sort of DSGE
model for forecasting or policy analysis.
CCBS Technical Handbook No. 2 June 2010 4based on the consumers’ intertemporal utility maximisation problem (yielding the Euler equation
that is the building block for the dynamic IS curve) and the ￿rms’ pro￿t maximisation problem in
the face of some kind of nominal inertia (yielding the Phillips’ curve).
These two last equations can be expressed as































where y denotes the output gap (or demeaned output growth), r is the real interest rate, ￿ is
in￿ation, f and h are appropriate linear functions and xe
tC1 is the expectation of variable xtC1
based on informational available at time t. The signs denote the expected sign of the coef￿cients
on the variables in the equation and we use ellipsis to indicate that the equations may have
further lags.
The problem for the monetary policymaker is usually handled in an ad-hoc manner. Whilst a
policymaker may strive to maximise the welfare of agents in the economy, in models this is often




















is a Taylor-type rule where i is the nominal interest rate that the monetary authority is able to
control. More satisfactory would be for optimal monetary policy to be implemented subject to
the dynamics of the economy (captured above by the IS and Phillips’ curves). In this Handbook
we consider ￿rst simple rules and second optimal monetary policy. We begin with the simplest
model and alter the dynamics to show how the state-space formulation changes as these
dynamics change. We work through the ￿rst model thoroughly and leave it to the reader to solve
a number of exercises to ensure that they have grasped the principles. Each exercise comprises a
solution which the reader is encouraged to replicate using appropriate computer code.
Any method needs to be translated into some appropriate programming language to become
usable. We use Scilab in this Handbook to make using the code as easy as possible. Scilab is
available for free and on many platforms at www.SciLab.org; it has extensive toolboxes as
well as a comprehensive set of intrinsic commands. Alternatives such as Matlab or Gauss would
be perfectly suitable. Matlab users will be unfamiliar with only a very few Scilab commands, but
for convenience we group some of the Scilab commands that we use in this Handbook together
with their direct Matlab equivalents:
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$ Last element in an array end
bool2s(%t) Covert a boolean to a scalar
[M,r]=spec(A,E) Calculate eigenvalues/vectors {r,M}=eig(A,E)
[Z,d]=schur(A,E) Schur decomposition qz, ordqz
rand(i,j,’normal’) Normal random variables randn(i,j)
stdev(...) Calculate standard deviation std(...)
// Comment out what follows %
scf() Create a new graphics object figure(...)
Note that the commands to calculate eigenvalues and the Schur decomposition have very
different names in Scilab.
The Handbook is organised as follows. In Section 2 we introduce a basic New Keynesian (NK)
model, brie￿y discussing each of the equations that comprise the system. We then show how to
put the model into state space, how to solve the model for a given calibration, and present results
for the model in terms of impulse responses and moments. The remainder of the Handbook
builds on this. First we consider how to handle variations on this simple model: Section 3
considers modi￿cations to the IS curve, Section 4 considers changes to the Phillips’ curve,
Section 5 examines changes to the simple Taylor rule and in section 6 we consider an open
economy extension. In Sections 7 and 8 we examine alternative forms of modelling monetary
policy, in particular how to calculate optimal policies.
2 A basic New Keynesian model
In this Section we shall work through a simple New Keynesian closed economy model in some
detail. The reader is encouraged to work through the exercises.
Our ￿rst model takes inspiration from Gal￿ (2003) and comprises the following (log-linearised)















.1 ￿ ￿/.1 ￿ ￿￿/
￿
mct (2)
mct D .￿ C ’/ yt (3)
it D ￿￿￿t C ￿yyt (4)
gt D ￿gt￿1 C "t (5)
where y denotes the output gap, i is the nominal interest rate, ￿ is in￿ation, g is an aggregate
demand shock (eg a ￿scal shock), mc denotes the marginal cost of ￿rms (which according to this
model should be equal to unit labour costs) and xe
tC1 is the rational expectation of variable x at
time t C 1 formed at time t. Equation (1) is a dynamic, forward-looking IS curve where the
output gap depends negatively on the real interest rate with coef￿cient 1=￿ which denotes the
CCBS Technical Handbook No. 2 June 2010 6intertemporal elasticity of substitution for consumption between periods, positively on the
expected future output gap and positively on the aggregate demand shock. Thus the IS curve can
indeed be interpreted as a standard Keynesian IS curve in the sense that there exists a negative
relationship between the interest rate and the output gap (ie the IS curve is downward sloping).
The derivation of equation (1) comes from the Euler equation for consumption which
(essentially) predicts that consumers wish to smooth the marginal utility of consumption between








familiar consumption smoothing result. Equation (2) is a dynamic forward-looking Phillips’
curve where in￿ation depends positively on next period’s expected future in￿ation and positively
also on the ￿rm’s marginal cost. This equation is obtained from a representative ￿rm’s price
setting decision (to maximise pro￿ts) in the face of rigidities to prices (measured by the
coef￿cient ￿). The decision rule that ￿rms adopt is basically that when they are able to change
prices (these are ￿xed for a number of periods), their price will be some mark-up (represented by
.1￿￿/
￿ ) over marginal costs. The coef￿cient ￿ represents the agent’s rate of time preference.
Equation (3) links the marginal cost to the output gap. It does so with the use of the production
function for the ￿rm (which links the wage rate to the marginal product of labour which is equal
to unity in this model) and the intratemporal condition for labour supply (this is why the term
￿ C ’ enters this model). Equation (4) is a Taylor rule that states that the monetary policy
authority will increase interest rates if in￿ation is above target and if the output gap is positive (ie
there is excess demand). The last equation, (5), determines the dynamics of the aggregate
demand shock.
2.1 Putting the model into state space
In order to apply the Blanchard and Kahn (1980) or a similar solution algorithm, the model must
be written in state space and the system eigenvalues calculated. Blanchard and Kahn showed that
for a rational expectations model to have a unique solution, there must be as many unstable roots
(roots greater than one in absolute value) as there are jump (or forward-looking) variables.
Exercise 1 Determine an appropriate state space for the model.
Solution 1 To do this it is useful to write the model (1)-(5) in a form consistent with state space:








tC1 D yt C
1
￿
it ￿ .1 ￿ ￿/gt
￿: ￿￿
e
tC1 D ￿t ￿
.1 ￿ ￿/.1 ￿ ￿￿/
￿
mct
mc: mct D .￿ C ’/ yt
i: it D ￿￿￿t C ￿yyt:
The variables with dynamics are gt, yt and ￿t. We have two jump variables, ￿e
tC1 and ye
tC1, and
one state variable gt. The interest rate and marginal cost terms are endogenous variables without
dynamics, and are both functions of the jump variables. Following from this we can write the










































and zt denote the state variables (here only gt) and xt are the jump variables (￿t and yt). F and K
will be determined below. Thus we have a dimension of the state: two jump variables and one
predetermined one.
Note that any state-space representation is not unique. What remains is to determine appropriate
matrices E, A0, D, B and G and to write marginal cost and the interest rate as linear functions of
zt and xt, which we do in the next exercise.
Exercise 2 Determine the components of the system matrices:






￿0. We use Table A for the baseline parameters. These values are fairly
standard: we assume log preferences over consumption and leisure, ￿ D 1, ’ D 1, the rate of
time preference, ￿ is 1% per quarter, since ￿ D
1
1C￿ D 0:99. Firms are assumed to be able to
change prices once every three quarters or 25% of the time, ￿ D 0:75), and the policymaker is
assumed to follow the Taylor principle (￿￿ D 1:5, ￿y D 0:5).
Utility Production and Policy
￿ D 1 ￿ D 0:75
￿ D 0:99 ￿y D 0:5
’ D 1 ￿￿ D 1:5
￿￿ D 0:01 ￿ D 0:85
Table A: Baseline parameters



















































0 .￿ C ’/ 0
￿
st D Kst:
Substituting the marginal cost and interest rate terms in gives
EstC1 D .A0 C DK C BF/ | {z }
A
st C G"t:
Scilab code that de￿nes these matrices is:
clear;
// State space for New Keynesian model
// E*s_t+1=A*s_t+G*v_t
// where s_t=[z_t, x_t]
// Parameters for the model
sigma = 1; // CRRA parameter consum
rho = 0.85; // persistence parameter for shock
varpi = 1; // CRRA for labour
beta = 0.99; // Rate of time preference
theta = 0.75; // Probability of changing prices
vvy = 0.5; // Coeff on output gap in Taylor rule
vvp = 1.5; // Coeff on inflation in Taylor rule
ns=3; // Number of variables in the model
nx=2; // Number of jump variables
nz=ns-nx; // Number of predetermined variables
nu=1; // Number of shocks
E = [1 0 0; (1-rho) 1 1/sigma; 0 0 beta];
A0 = [rho 0 0; 0 1 0; 0 0 1];
B = [0; 1/sigma; 0];
F = [0 vvy vvp];
D = [0;0;-(1-theta)*(1-beta*theta)/theta];
K = [0 sigma+varpi 0];
A = A0 + B*F + D*K;
G = [1; 0; 0];
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where nz, nx, and nu denote the number of state variables, number of jump variables and number
of shocks respectively. For our example, nz D 1, nx D 2 and nu D 1, so, for example, E11 is a
scalar (1 ￿ 1 matrix), A21 is a 2 ￿ 1 matrix, and so on.
2.2 Model solution
Exercise 3 Check that the model has a unique solution and is stable
Solution 3 It turns out that this model, with the chosen parameter values, has a unique solution.
To check that the system is stable we need to examine the roots of the model. This is easily done
by considering the system’s eigenvalues. If E is invertible (which in our case it is), all we have to













where M is a (non-singular) matrix of (left) eigenvectors and 3 is a matrix with eigenvalues on
the diagonal (each eigenvalue denoted ￿i) in increasing absolute value. In our case, 3 is a 3 ￿ 3
matrix (remember there are three variables in our state vector) and we want to have two
eigenvalues that are greater than one in absolute value and another one that is less than one. The
Scilab code that computes the eigenvalues and checks whether the system is stable is:
At = E\A;




// Check if BK condition satisfied
disp(’BK condition: ’)
disp(sprintf(’ Number of jump variables: %g’, nx))




disp(’Too many unstable roots’)
else
disp(’Too few unstable roots’)
end;




Number of jump variables: 2
Number of unstable roots: 2
BK satisfied
In this case, the Blanchard and Kahn condition is satis￿ed and the model has a unique solution.
A graphical representation of the eigenvalues can be done using:
w=0:0.01:2*%pi;
plot(cos(w), sin(w), ’:’, real(lambda), imag(lambda), ’ro’);
where cos(w) and sin(w) are the coordinates of the unit circle and %pi is the mathematical
constant ￿ giving:
Notice that two eigenvalues are outside the unit circle (the unstable roots) and the remaining one
is inside it (the stable root). Since all roots are on the horizontal line all roots are real.
CCBS Technical Handbook No. 2 June 2010 11Exercise 4 Change the coef￿cient on in￿ation on the Taylor rule from 1.5 to 0.5 and check the
Blanchard and Kahn condition. What happens?




Number of jump variables: 2
Number of unstable roots: 1
Too few unstable roots
Go back to the original parameters that satis￿ed the Blanchard and Kahn condition. Recall that
our model is expressed as




stC1 D e Ast C e G"t
The solution is given by the following equations:2
xt D ￿M
￿1



























We therefore need to de￿ne each of the matrices that comprise N, L, b A and b G. But before we
consider the code, we need to be aware of two tricky issues. First, the solution given by equations
(6) and (7) is expressed in terms of the left eigenvectors. Thus we need to ensure that our code
computes the left eigenvector. Since Scilab produces right eigenvectors we invert the matrix to
get the left ones. The second problem is that we need to order the eigenvalues in ascending order
(given how we have speci￿ed the system), together with their associated eigenvectors.
Exercise 5 Write code that computes N, L; b A and b G.
Solution 5 The Scilab code that computes these matrices (and considers these two tricky issues)
is given below. The code de￿nes each of the matrices that comprise N, L, b A and b G so that
2The mathematical derivations are given in a companion Handbook.











b A D 0:85; b G D 1




















Ahat = At(p,p) + At(p,q)*N;
Ghat = Gt(p,:) + At(p,q)*L;
















The code then inverts M and stores it in Mstar, and then applies the Blanchard-Kahn formula.
The last four lines directly implement the reaction functions and dynamic equations of (6) and
(7).
2.3 Simulation results
We are now almost ready to analyse the model responses. We do this using both impulse
responses and computing the principal moments of the model. Although the solution to the
model is the same, the code is somewhat different. We ￿rst show the results and then show the
solution code.
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Exercise 6 Write code to obtain the responses to y, ￿ and i following a 1% increase in g over
one period. Experiment with different values of ￿.
Solution 6 To produce the impulse responses, we need to shock the variable of interest by 1%.
In this case we impose that "0 D 1 in equation (5) and then trace out the response of the variables
in the model to this shock. We use 40 periods. For our original parameters, we get:
The Scilab code used for the impulse responses is:
// Calculates impulse responses for
// x_t = N*z_t + L*e_t
// z_t+1 = Ahat*z_t + Ghat*e_t
// with 1 pred, 2 jump variables
nplot = 40; // No. of periods impulse response
z = zeros(nz,1); // Define the predetermined state
e = zeros(1,nplot);
e(1,1) = 1; // Make shock 1 in first period
// Recursive solution
for n=1:nplot-1
z(:,n+1) = Ahat*z(:,n) + Ghat*e(:,n);
end
x = N*z + L*e; // Jump solution
i = F*[z; x]; // i from the model
CCBS Technical Handbook No. 2 June 2010 14scf(1);
cols = [1; 2; 5];
plot([1:nplot]’, [x’ i’], cols);
xtitle(’Impulse Responses’,’Periods’,’Percentage’);
legends([’y’; ’pi’; ’i’], cols, opt=’lr’);
Note the use of the policy reaction function, it D Fst in the code to obtain the implied path of the
interest rate, which is endogenously determined by the model but is not in itself a state variable.
Exercise 7 Change the coef￿cient of autoregression in the demand shock to ￿ D 0:5:
Solution 7 If we changed the coef￿cient of autoregression in the demand shock to ￿ D 0:5 (eg
reducing the degree of persistence) you should get something like this:
2.3.2 Stochastic simulation and moments
Exercise 8 Write code to shock the model 1000 times, solving the model over 200 periods each
time. Discard the ￿rst 100 periods and retain the last 100. Calculate the implied moments for the
dynamic variables assuming that ￿ D 0:5 and then for ￿ D 0:85.
HINT: Use the Scilab command to generate a series of stochastic shocks, for example
scale*rand(1,n,’normal’) where scale is the standard error and n the number of
periods. To generate the moments, we need to shock the model each period (the impulse
response was equivalent to only one shock in the ￿rst period). As the shocks are unexpected, we
shock the model one period, then solve the model, then we shock it again. We do this for 200
periods and then chop the ￿rst 100 observations. With the remaining 100 observations we
calculate model moments.
CCBS Technical Handbook No. 2 June 2010 15Solution 8 Note how the persistence of the endogenous variables has increased with ￿, the
persistence of the aggregate demand shock. The Scilab code used to compute the moments is:
// Calculates the moments of model variables
// NB. model solution is
// x_t = N*z_t + L*e_t
// z_t+1 = Ahat*z_t + Ghat*e_t
// Variables names, control parameters
name = [’g’; ’y’; ’p’; ’i’];
nperiods = 200; // No. of periods > nchop
nchop = 100; // No. periods to drop
nrep = 1000; // No. of replications
nlag = 4; // Autoregression order
nvars = size(name,1); // No. of vars stored




wbar=waitbar(’Percentage of reps completed’);
for j=1:nrep
waitbar(j/nrep,wbar);
e = sqrt(0.01)*rand(1,nper,’normal’); // Create shocks
z = zeros(nz,1); // Initial state
for n=1:nper-1
z(:,n+1) = Ahat*z(:,n) + Ghat*e(:,n); // g shock
end
x = N*z + L*e; // y, inf
y = [z(:,burn+1:$); x(:,burn+1:$)]; // Drop initial vals
y = [y; F*y]; // Add i
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corst(j,:) = cors(:)’;
autot(j,:) = auto(:)’;
end // End replication loop
winclose(wbar);
// Simulations performed, now print to screen
disp(’ ’);




disp(’Correlations with each variable’);
disp(msprintf(’ %s %s %s %s’,name’));
disp([name string(matrix(mean(corst,’r’),nvars,nvars))]);
disp(sprintf(’Autocorrelations up to order %g’, nlag));
disp([name string(matrix(mean(autot,’r’),nvars,nlag))]);
This code has a number of interesting features. The autoregressions and correlations are done in
vector form to minimise computation, and as they are all univariate calculations the repeated use
of diag is quite ef￿cient. The results are all stored, but in two matrices with 25000 elements. It
would be better to not store all of them for a bigger problem, so the code could be suitably
modi￿ed. A further useful and easy-to-code feature is the waitbar. This just takes a proportion
and a graphic that looks like:
so you can tell the progress of the simulation. This is better than printing a count (which can slow
things down a lot) or doing nothing (an in￿nite loop can both be dif￿cult to spot and to stop). The
solution should look something like Table B.
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Standard Deviations
g y ￿ i g y ￿ i
0.114 0.042 0.014 0.043 0.175 0.019 0.021 0.041
Correlations
g y ￿ i g y ￿ i
g 1 1
y 0.473 1 0.812 1
￿ 0.473 1 1 0.812 1 1
i 0.473 1 1 1 0.812 1 1 1
Autocorrelations
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
g 0.489 0.234 0.118 0.061 0.833 0.695 0.577 0.481
y 0.488 0.235 0.119 0.061 0.834 0.695 0.579 0.481
￿ 0.488 0.235 0.119 0.061 0.834 0.695 0.579 0.481
i 0.488 0.235 0.119 0.061 0.834 0.695 0.579 0.481
Table B: Standard NK model
2.4 Supply shocks instead of demand shocks
Exercise 9 Consider the model with supply shocks rather than demand shocks and use the
parameter values in Table A.















.1 ￿ ￿/.1 ￿ ￿￿/
￿
mct C .1 ￿ ￿/gt (20)
together with (3)-(5). The alteration is where the shock feeds in. Verify that our model in state
space is now:
EstC1 D A0st C Dmct C Bit C G"t








.1 ￿ ￿/ 0 ￿
3
5
so that our eigenvalues and eigenvectors may change compared with the previous case. The
















so that our eigenvalues do not change but our eigenvectors do (why is this so?). The matrices N,











b A D 0:85; b G D 1:
The impulse response is now given by:3
where the interest rate is equal to in￿ation for this case.
This solution is true for the model and parameters chosen, changing parameter values will
modify this result. For instance, if we made the coef￿cient on the output gap in the Taylor rule
equal to zero, that is ￿y D 0, then the impulse responses will be given by:
3The reader is encouraged to compute the moments of the model with supply shocks.
CCBS Technical Handbook No. 2 June 2010 19and we can observe differences between the output gap and the interest rate. (What do the
eigenvalues now look like?)
3 Modi￿cations to the basic model I: Changes to the IS curve
In this section we show how changes to the IS curve change the overall dynamics of the model.
We consider two variations to our model: ￿rst, where the IS curve is backward-looking and
second, where the IS curve has forward and backward-looking components.
3.1 A backward IS curve
We need to pay a lot more attention when we effectively change the timing of any of the










C ￿yt￿1 C .1 ￿ ￿/gt (100)
using the parameters given in Table C. This model has a lot more inertia, and takes a bit more
thinking about.
Utility Production and Policy
￿ D 1 ￿ D 0:75
￿ D 0:99 ￿y D 0:5
’ D 1 ￿￿ D 1:5
￿ D 0:95 ￿ D 0:85
Table C: Baseline parameters
3.1.1 State space
Exercise 10 Determine the correct number of state and jump variables. Put the model into state
space.
Solution 10 We now have one jump, ￿e
tC1, and must have at least two predetermined variables,
yt, gt. Rather than keep all the variables we do a bit of substituting out before we write the
system matrices. If we substitute the Taylor rule into the IS curve, the model becomes:












tC1 D ￿yt￿1 ￿
￿￿
￿
￿t C .1 ￿ ￿/gt
￿: ￿￿
e
tC1 D ￿t ￿
.1 ￿ ￿/.1 ￿ ￿￿/
￿
mct
mc: mct D .￿ C ’/ yt:
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EstC1 D A0st C Dmct C G"t (8)

























































0 .￿ C ’/ 0
￿
stC1 D KstC1
















Now E D .E0 ￿ DK/. This is because yt has switched from being a jump variable to a
predetermined one and therefore moves from the right to the left hand side.
3.1.2 Model solution
Exercise 11 What are the eigenvalues and matrices N, L, b A and b G (if available)?
Solution 11 The eigenvalues are 0:515, 0:85 and 1:114. Clearly the system has a unique and

















where we have rounded to three decimal places.
3.1.3 Impulse responses and model moments
We now present the results of the model in terms of impulse responses and moments which we
do in the next two exercises.
Exercise 12 Write code to obtain the variable responses following a 1% increase in g0.
Experiment with different values of ￿. How does the previously used code need to change?
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period ("0 D 1/ and then trace out the responses of the variables in the model. The code has to be
modi￿ed somewhat because now we cannot just plot the jump variables plus the interest rate as
the vector of jump variables now only comprises in￿ation, and does not include the output gap.
With appropriately revised code we get:
Exercise 13 Write code to shock the model 1000 times, solving the model over 200 periods each
time and discarding the ￿rst 100 periods. Calculate the model moments. How does the code used
for Exercise 8 need to change?
Solution 13 The code we used for Exercise 8 does not need to change very much and we leave
exactly how to the reader. You should be able to obtain something like Table D:
￿ D 0:50 ￿ D 0:85
Standard Deviations
g y ￿ i g y ￿ i
0.114 0.043 0.024 0.053 0.175 0.017 0.024 0.043
Correlations
g y ￿ i g y ￿ i
g 1 1
y 0.884 1 0.942 1
￿ 0.676 0.657 1 0.850 0.810 1
i 0.821 0.855 0.952 1 0.895 0.873 0.993 1
Autocorrelations
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
g 0.489 0.237 0.115 0.061 0.833 0.692 0.576 0.479
y 0.799 0.546 0.343 0.205 0.942 0.838 0.723 0.613
￿ 0.697 0.446 0.269 0.157 0.868 0.739 0.624 0.523
i 0.842 0.589 0.374 0.225 0.909 0.794 0.679 0.573
Table D: Model with backward IS curve
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3.2 Hybrid IS components
Finally in this section we consider a hybrid IS curve (ie with forward and backward-looking











tC1 C ￿2yt￿1 C .1 ￿ ￿/gt (1000)
with parameters given in Table E. This type of model has an important new features we need to
deal with to put in state space. As before, we need to determine an appropriate state space.
Utility Production and Policy
￿ D 1 ￿ D 0:75
￿ D 0:99 ￿y D 0:5
’ D 1 ￿￿ D 1:5
￿1 D 0:8 ￿ D 0:85
￿2 D 0:3
Table E: Baseline parameters
3.2.1 State space
Exercise 14 Now how many jump and predetermined variables do we now have? Put the model
into state space.
Solution 14 We now have two jumps, ye
tC1, ￿e
tC1, and two predetermined variables, yt, gt. This
illustrates that a variable can have both jump and predetermined elements, as y jumps relative to
its past value. To de￿ne the state space we write the model out fully as we need a new equation.
These are:
g: gt D ￿gt￿1 C "t








tC1 D yt ￿ ￿2yt￿1 C
1
￿
it ￿ .1 ￿ ￿/gt
￿: ￿￿
e
tC1 D ￿t ￿
.1 ￿ ￿/.1 ￿ ￿￿/
￿
.￿ C ’/ yt
i: it D ￿￿￿t C ￿yyt
where we have labeled a ‘dummy’ equation yy which simply sets yt D yt and we have already
substituted in for marginal cost. The model in state space will still be:
EstC1 D .A0 C BF/st C G"t:
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￿ 0 0 0
0 0 1 0




























5 and F D
￿




Exercise 15 What are the eigenvalues and the solution matrices?
Solution 15 The eigenvalues are 0:184, 0:85, 1:191 and 1:726 so the model has a unique stable






















3.2.3 Impulse responses and moments
As before, we now show how the model behaves by examining the impulse responses and model
moments through the next two exercises.
Exercise 16 Write code to obtain the variable responses following a 1% impulse to gt. How
does our previous code need to change?
Solution 16 We can easily reuse our previous code for the modi￿ed model. We should get:
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time and dropping the ￿rst 100 observations. Tabulate the variable moments as before.
Solution 17 You should be able to get something like Table F.
￿ D 0:50 ￿ D 0:85
Standard Deviations
g y ￿ i g y ￿ i
0.114 0.043 0.018 0.048 0.175 0.021 0.024 0.047
Correlations
g y ￿ i g y ￿ i
g 1 1
y 0.609 1 0.869 1
￿ 0.544 0.997 1 0.823 0.996 1
i 0.573 0.999 0.999 1 0.834 0.998 1.000 1
Autocorrelations
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
g 0.494 0.248 0.127 0.068 0.836 0.699 0.585 0.489
y 0.614 0.323 0.160 0.080 0.880 0.740 0.617 0.514
￿ 0.558 0.286 0.140 0.070 0.842 0.702 0.584 0.488
i 0.585 0.303 0.149 0.075 0.851 0.711 0.592 0.494
Table F: Model with hybrid IS curve
As before, the more persistent the shock is, the more persistent the model is. How do changes in
the hybrid parameters, ￿1 and ￿2 affect the model? When does it become more persistent?
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In this section we show how altering the Phillips’ curve changes model dynamics. We consider a
model where there is both backward and forward looking behaviour by price setting ￿rms.
4.1 The Gal￿ et al (2001) model
In this section we follow Gal￿ et al (2001) and postulate the following hybrid PC:
￿t D ￿ b￿t￿1 C ￿ f￿
e
tC1 C
.1 ￿ ￿/.1 ￿ ￿￿/
￿
mct (200)
with the rest of the model (1) and (3)￿(5). Parameters are given in Table G.
Utility Production and Policy
￿ D 1 ￿ D 0:75
￿ D 0:99 ￿y D 0:5
’ D 1 ￿￿ D 1:5
￿ f D 0:2
￿ b D 0:8
Table G: Baseline parameters
4.1.1 State space
Exercise 18 How many jump and predetermined variables does the hybrid PC model have? Put
this model into state space.
Solution 18 We now have two jumps, ye
tC1, ￿e
tC1, and two predetermined variables, ￿t, gt.
Re-write the equations as








tC1 D yt C
1
￿
it ￿ .1 ￿ ￿/gt
￿: ￿ f￿
e
tC1 D ￿t ￿ ￿ b￿t￿1 ￿
.1 ￿ ￿/.1 ￿ ￿￿/
￿
mct
mc: mct D .￿ C ’/ yt
i: it D ￿￿￿t C ￿yyt
thus the model in state space is given by:
EstC1 D .A0 C BF C DK/st C G"t















1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
.1 ￿ ￿/ 0 1
1
￿







￿ 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0


















































Exercise 19 Find the eigenvalues and matrices N, L, b A and b G.






















4.1.3 Impulse responses and moments
We now present the results of the model in terms of impulse responses and moments.
Exercise 20 Again, modify the code to obtain the responses of all the variables following a 1%
shock to g in the ￿rst period. Experiment with different values of ￿. How does the code need to
change? (HINT: see the hybrid IS curve section.) Produce the same moments as before.
Solution 20 We get:
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￿ D 0:50 ￿ D 0:85
Standard Deviations
g y ￿ i g y ￿ i
0.114 0.045 0.025 0.049 0.175 0.025 0.029 0.047
Correlations
g y ￿ i g y ￿ i
g 1 1
y 0.198 1 0.344 1
￿ 0.720 0.280 1 0.864 0.158 1
i 0.642 0.675 0.895 1 0.889 0.417 0.962 1
Autocorrelations
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
g 0.489 0.234 0.118 0.061 0.834 0.694 0.581 0.486
y 0.334 0.043 -0.077 -0.112 0.644 0.390 0.214 0.089
￿ 0.916 0.778 0.634 0.506 0.977 0.925 0.856 0.779
i 0.718 0.529 0.396 0.301 0.938 0.863 0.782 0.700
Table G: Model with hybrid PC curve
What happens if you change the values of ￿ b and ￿ f? Does it matter what they sum up to?
Should they perhaps sum to one? Does the persistence of the model change?
5 Modi￿cations to the basic model III: Alternative monetary policy
In this section we keep the baseline model as before but we change the policy rule. We now
consider a Taylor rule where the interest rate enters with a lag, so-called interest rate smoothing.
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money supply rule. The reader can try these as exercises, remembering that an effective money
supply rule needs a money demand equation to be added.
5.1 Interest rate smoothing
Consider the following variant of the baseline model, where we introduce smoothing into the
Taylor rule and so must include a lagged interest rate term. The Taylor rule is now:







We will assume that the coef￿cient on the interest rate smoothing parameter, ￿i, is 0.8.
5.1.1 State space
Exercise 21 Determine how many jump and predetermined variables are needed and put the
model into state space.
Solution 21 We have two jumps, ye
tC1, ￿e
tC1, and two predetermined variables, it, gt. A major
difference now is that we cannot just substitute out for the interest rate, so to get the model into
state space form rearrange the equations as:
g: gt D ￿gt￿1 C "t
















it D yt ￿ .1 ￿ ￿/gt
￿: ￿￿
e
tC1 D ￿t ￿
.1 ￿ ￿/.1 ￿ ￿￿/
￿
.￿ C ’/ yt
where the expression for the marginal cost has been substituted into the Phillips’ curve. So the
state space is now directly
EstC1 D Ast C G"t

















1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0





























Note that the interest rate is now a predetermined variable.
5.1.2 Model solution
Exercise 22 What are the eigenvalues and the matrices N, L, b A and b G?






















5.1.3 Impulse responses and moments
We now present the results of the model in terms of impulse responses and moments.
Exercise 23 Write code to obtain the responses of the model variables to a 1% impulse in gt and
the model moments. Does our code need to change now?
Solution 23 Our code needs to change since the interest rate is now part of our state space (it
actually means that we do not need to de￿ne it in terms of the code). We get:
For the moments, you should be able to obtain something like Table H.
As before, the persistence of the model variables has increased with the increase in the
persistence of the aggregate demand shock. How does a change to the interest rate smoothing
parameter affect the results? Does it increase persistence in the system?
6 Modi￿cations to the basic model IV: An open economy
We now consider an open economy extension to our simple New Keynesian model.
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Standard Deviations
g y ￿ i g y ￿ i
0.114 0.059 0.011 0.015 0.177 0.037 0.015 0.022
Correlations
g y ￿ i g y ￿ i
g 1 1
y 0.190 1 0.409 1
￿ -0.084 0.953 1 0.500 0.994 1
i 0.892 0.082 -0.222 1 0.948 0.295 0.396 1
Autocorrelations
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
g 0.489 0.239 0.117 0.058 0.833 0.693 0.578 0.481
y 0.251 0.004 -0.058 -0.056 0.522 0.282 0.161 0.098
￿ 0.129 -0.117 -0.148 -0.116 0.581 0.360 0.241 0.172
i 0.789 0.531 0.329 0.194 0.939 0.833 0.718 0.609
Table H: Model with interest rate smoothing
6.1 A modi￿ed Gal￿ and Monacelli (2005) model
The model is very loosely based on Gal￿ and Monacelli (2005) with a modi￿cation for the













































￿ .1 ￿ ￿/1qt




with the model parameters given in Table I.
Preferences Production and Policy
￿ D 1 ￿ D 0:75
￿ D 0:99 ￿y D 0
’ D 1 ￿￿ D 1:5
￿ D 0:3 ￿ D 0:85
￿ D 0:5
Table I: Baseline parameters
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of explaining exchange rate dynamics (in many cases a random walk is better). (Comment on the
values: do you think that the coef￿cient ￿y D 0 is a good assumption? What happens if you
change its value? What do you think about the values of ￿ and ￿? Do they make sense?
6.1.1 State Space
Exercise 24 Excluding the foreign exogenous variables, how many jump and pre-determined
variables are in the model? Put the model into state space, leaving the foreign sector as
exogenous.
Solution 24 There are three jump variables, ye
tC1, qe
tC1 and ￿e
tC1, and three predetermined
variables, gt, ￿c
t and it. Re-arrange the equations as (where the expression for the marginal cost
has been substituted into the Phillips’ curve):











it D yt ￿ .1 ￿ ￿/gt
￿ : ￿￿
e
tC1 D ￿t ￿



























i : it ￿ ￿￿￿
c
t D ￿yyt
so that in state space we have:

































6 6 6 6 6 6
4
1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 ￿￿￿ 1 0 0 0





0 0 0 0 0 ￿ 0
0 0 0 ￿￿q 0 ￿q ￿q
3
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4
0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 ￿ 0 0 0 0 0
￿
￿
1￿￿ 0 0 0 0 1
￿
1￿￿
0 0 0 0 ￿y 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 ￿
.1￿￿/.1￿￿￿/.￿C’/
￿ 1 0 ￿
1 ￿ ￿q
￿
0 0 0 0 0 ￿1
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5
For simplicity we will ignore the value of the exogenous variables.
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Exercise 25 What are the eigenvalues, and matrices N, L, b A and b G?




0 0 0:296 0:85 1:089 ￿ 0:292i 1:089 C 0:292i ￿1:648
￿
and can be represented in the unit circle as:
Two eigenvalues are for a complex pair. Note that the model is saddlepath stable. Two
eigenvalues are also equal to zero because the equations for ￿c
t and it have no dynamics. The




0:4541 0:1244 0 0
0:1103 0:1626 0 0














0:2963 0:0404 0 0
0 0:85 0 0
￿0:1913 0:1799 0 0
￿0:2869 0:2699 0 0
3
7 7











The feedback on ￿c
t￿1 and it￿1 is always zero, illustrating that they could have been eliminated
from the state had we wanted to.
6.1.3 Impulse responses and moments
We can now present the results of the model. We do this using both impulse responses and
computing the principal moments of the model.
Exercise 26 Write code to obtain the responses of the model variables to a 1% impulse to gt.
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We consider 40 periods. For our original parameters, we get:
Exercise 27 Calculate appropriate moments of the endogenous variables.
Solution 27 You should now get something like Table J
￿ D 0:85
Standard Deviations
g ￿c i y ￿ q
0.177 0.036 0.054 0.030 0.035 0.011
Correlations
g ￿c i y ￿ q
g 1
￿c 0.999 1
i 0.999 1 1
y 0.866 0.865 0.865 1
￿ 0.826 0.826 0.826 0.997 1
q 0.900 0.898 0.898 0.997 0.988 1
Autocorrelations
1 2 3 4
g 0.835 0.695 0.579 0.483
￿c 0.816 0.674 0.560 0.467
i 0.816 0.674 0.560 0.467
y 0.879 0.745 0.624 0.521
￿ 0.845 0.707 0.589 0.492
q 0.905 0.774 0.650 0.542
Table J: Open economy New Keynesian model
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rate only responds to changes in ￿c (cpi in￿ation). Changing the coef￿cient on the output gap in
the Taylor rule from zero to a different value would break that relationship.
7 Optimal monetary policy
In this section we move away from the ad-hoc Taylor rules and consider optimal monetary
policy. It turns out that whilst the problem that we are interested in solving looks somewhat
different from the problems we have considered thus far, the solution methodology is very
similar indeed. We will show why this is the case. Throughout this section we will revert to the
baseline model examined in section 2. The reader is encouraged to change the baseline model by
considering any of the models in sections 3 to 6. In a Box we discuss a number of terms relevant
to optimal policy in rational expectations models without much further comment, as we discuss
these issues thoroughly in Blake and Fernandez-Corugedo (2010).
7.1 The problem and revised state-space form
The structure of the problem is as follows. Assume that (1), (2) and (3) determine the dynamic
evolution of the economy (we will pay more attention to shocks latter on). We also assume that
there exists a regulator whose objective is to maximise the welfare of agents in the economy. We
assume that welfare is expressed in terms of a cost minimisation problem where agents’ welfare















The coef￿cients ! and ￿ determine the weights of output and interest rate volatility in the loss
function. Since agents live forever, the policymaker has to consider the intertemporal aspect of






















































5; R D ￿:
This form allows us to solve more general control problems than the speci￿c example we
consider here, so we use this notation for exposition.





























Before we solve the optimisation problem, we need to think about the ‘behaviour’ of the
policymaker. Here we simply assume that the policymaker acts optimally rather than to follow a































.1 ￿ ￿/.1 ￿ ￿￿/
￿
.￿ C ’/ yt
gt D ￿gt￿1 C "t
where the constraint in matrix notation is:


















































where  tCiC1 are Lagrange multipliers. We take the FOCs with respect to  tCiC1, utCi and stCi:
  : AstCi C BitCi ￿ EstCiC1 D 0 (12)
u : ￿
iRitCi C B
0 tCiC1 D 0 (13)
s : ￿
iQstCi ￿ E
0 tCi￿1 C A
0 tCi D 0: (14)
If we divide (13) and (14) by ￿
i respectively and de￿ne ￿
￿i tCi D ￿tCi; we have:
RutCi C B
0
￿￿tCiC1 z }| {
￿
￿i tCiC1 D 0 (15)
QstCi ￿ E
0￿




￿i tCiC1 | {z }
￿￿tCiC1
D 0: (16)
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In this box we de￿ne some concepts that we should bear in mind when discussing optimal and
simple monetary policy with forward-looking agents.
Optimal Policy. This is de￿ned as the best policy that could be adopted by a policymaker at
some given time t for a well speci￿ed performance criterion such as a quadratic loss function.
No other policy adopted at time t should be better from the perspective of time t.
Time Consistency. This is the property of a policy decision such that the mere passage of time
does not entail any revision of the best policy. If the policymaker were to recalculate the optimal
policy at some time t C k for some k > 0 it would be exactly the same as the policy that was
calculated for time t C k calculated at time t.
Time Inconsistency. By contrast, the property of an optimal policy from the perspective of
time t to become suboptimal from the perspective of time t C k. First analysed by Kydland and
Prescott (1977), the argument is that if agents anticipate a policy action then their behaviour now
can be affected by it. An optimising policymaker takes this into account when calculating what
to do. But as time passes bygones are bygones and the policymaker faces an incentive to cheat
on past commitments, as doing so will produce a better outcome.
Rules. This is best illustrated by example: The Taylor rule describes the movement of interest
rates as a ￿xed function, contingent on realised in￿ation and the output gap. Any more general
rule is similar, but need not be contingent. For example a ￿xed money growth rate is a rule but
doesn’t depend on any particular realisation of in￿ation or output. Rules are sometimes divided
into instrument rules and targeting rules. The former is an explicit rule on how to move the
instrument ￿ the Taylor rule is a good example. A targeting rule is where some relationship is
speci￿ed that needs to be satis￿ed by choice of policy instrument, for example ￿t ￿ !yt D 0.
Note that the interest rate does not appear in this relationship; nonetheless it could be used to
keep it satis￿ed at all times.
Discretion. Policymakers who are not bound by rules are said to retain discretion. It has the
implication that if they wish to change their mind they can, so a policy that a priori seems to
imply an incentive to change in the future is inconsistent with the behaviour imposed upon a dis-
cretionary policymaker by a rational private sector. Thus an optimal discretionary policy is one
where the policymaker maximises the performance criteria subject to the additional constraint of
not wishing to predictably change behaviour in the future.
Barro-Gordon game. Static models are often used to illustrate time inconsistency by sequenc-
ing actions. Say the wage rate is set before monetary policy is implemented. A policymaker
who has persuaded wage bargainers that they will deliver a particular in￿ation rate can then sur-
prise them and exploit the Phillips’ curve to generate an unexpected output boost that improves
welfare. But all agents are aware of this timing issue, so bargain at an in￿ation rate where no
surprise can improve welfare. This generates an in￿ationary bias in discretionary policymaking,
a key insight from these models. Barro and Gordon (1983) really re￿ned a set up proposed by
Kydland and Prescott, but their insights are very important.
Stabilisation bias. In dynamic models the inferiority result is less stark that the Barro-Gordon
game(theremaybenodirectin￿ationarybias, oratleastnotonethatcannotbegotridofbysome
appropriate government action), but the costs are manifested in a more general way. Essentially
the rate of stabilisation is slower for a discretionary policy than for the optimal one, even if there
is no bias in levels. Stabilisation costs are potentially very high if the rate of convergence back
to equilibrium is much slower than for the optimal policy.











































where the matrices E, A and G in the state-space representation are used instead of E, A and G
to avoid confusion. Our code will need to keep this distinction clear. The control solution is
undertaken in two steps. In the ￿rst step we de￿ne E, A, B, G, ￿, Q and R. Then we write the
model as (17) by de￿ning the matrices E, A and G.
Exercise 28 Write Scilab code that puts the model into state space and de￿nes the cost function.
Solution 28 Scilab code that de￿nes the matrices E, A, B, G, Q and R is:
clear;
// Model defined as
// E*s_t+1 = A*s_t + G*v_t
// s_t = [z_t, x_t]
// z_t are states, nz, x_t are jumps, nx
// Parameters
sigma = 1; // CRRA parameter consum
rho = 0.85; // persistence parameter for shock
varpi = 1; // CRRA for labour
beta = 0.99; // Rate of time preference
theta = 0.75; // Probability of changing prices
delt = 0.25; // Weight on interest rate smoothing
omega = 0.5; // Weight on output gap
ns = 3; // Number of variables in the model
nx = 2; // Number of jump variables
nz = ns-nx; // Number of pre-determined variables
nu = 1; // Number of shocks
ni = 1; // Number of instruments (the interest rate)
E = [1 0 0; (1-rho) 1 1/sigma; 0 0 beta];
A0 = [rho 0 0; 0 1 0; 0 0 1];
D = [0;0;-(1-theta)*(1-beta*theta)/theta];
K = [0 sigma+varpi 0];
A = A0 + D*K;
B = [0; 1/sigma; 0];
G = [1; 0; 0];
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Q(3,3) = 1;
R = delt;





































5; R D 0:25:
Exercise 29 Now write code that de￿nes E, A and G.
Solution 29 The code that de￿nes E, A and G in (17) is given by:
// System of first order conditions. Final form is:
// EE*s_{t+1} = AA*s_t + GG*e_t
// where s contains the states, s, controls, u, & costates, mu
// EE = | E 0 0 |, AA = | A B 0 |, GG = | G |
// | 0 0 beta*B’| | 0 -R 0 | | 0 |
// | 0 0 beta*A’| |-Q 0 E’| | 0 |
function [EE, AA, GG] = Hamilton(E, A, B, G, beta, Q, R)
[j,i] = size(B); m=j+i;
EE = [E zeros(j,m); zeros(i,m) beta*B’; zeros(j,m) beta*A’];
AA = [A B zeros(j,j); zeros(i,j) -R zeros(i,j); -Q zeros(j,i) E’];
GG = [G; zeros(m,size(G,2))];
endfunction
This code creates a function which takes the arguments E, A, B, G, ￿, Q and R and returns E, A
and G. Running this code will not do anything by itself since all we have done is to create a
function. Thus what we need to tell Scilab are the arguments of that function. To do that we
simply need to type:
[EE, AA, GG] = Hamilton(E, A, B, G, beta, Q, R)
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0 0 0 0 0 0 0:99
3
7 7





6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6
4
0:85 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 0 0
0 ￿0:172 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 ￿0:25 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0:15 0
0 ￿0:5 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 ￿1 0 0 1 0:99
3
7
















7 7 7 7 7 7 7
5
:
Having done this we have put the model into state space. Quite reasonably, we might think that it
is possible to apply the methods discussed in the previous section to solve the model. However,
there is an inconvenience that prevents us from using the methods that we employed in the
previous sections: the matrix on the left hand side cannot be inverted since we have a column of
zeros (try inv(EE) in Scilab). As this is the case we need other techniques to solve the model.
Perhaps the most widely used method is to make use of the generalised Schur decomposition.
7.2 Model solution: Generalised Schur decomposition
















5 C G"t: (18)
The ￿rst step we should make before solving the model is to reorder it in a way that puts all the
state variables and jump variables together. Thus we rearrange the variables such that:
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7 7 7 7
5
:
Here we swap the positions of ￿x
tC1 and xe
tC1 (and of course ￿x
t and xt) by rearranging the rows






























CCBS Technical Handbook No. 2 June 2010 40so that k comprises the pre-determined variables and ￿ the jumps. We now need to write code to
re-order the matrices.
Exercise 30 Re-order the system.
Solution 30 A function that ef￿ciently re-orders the system is:
// Swap last n costate variables with the x variables
function [ee, aa, gg] = OrderHamilton(EE, AA, GG, n, m)
t = size(AA,1); s = (t-m)/2;
i = [1:s-n t-n+1:t s+1:t-n s-n+1:s];
ee = EE(i,i); aa = AA(i,i); gg = GG(i,:);
endfunction
If we now type the following commands:
[EE, AA, GG] = Hamilton(E, A, B, G, beta, Q, R);
[ee, aa, gg] = OrderHamilton(EE, AA, GG, nx, ni);
we should get the ordered matrices:
e E D
2
6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6
4
1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0:99 ￿0:1670 0 0 0 0
0 0 0:99 0 0 0 0
0 0:99 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0:8415 0 0
0:15 0 0 0 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0:99
3




6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6
4
0:85 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 ￿0:5 0
0 1 0:99 0 0 0 ￿1
0 0 0 ￿0:25 0 0 0
0 0:15 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 ￿0:1717 1
3
7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7
5
and where e G is the same as G because we swap zeros.
As was the case in previous sections where we computed the eigenvalues of the system to ensure
that we satis￿ed the Blanchard and Kahn condition, we now need to do the same. The problem is
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could compute the generalised eigenvalues and eigenvectors that satisfy:
e AM D e EM3
where 3 is now a diagonal matrix of generalised eigenvalues and M is a non-singular matrix of
generalised eigenvectors. Although this is a perfectly reasonable solution it turns out to be
convenient to use the generalised Schur decomposition instead. The companion Handbook
discusses these issues in detail.
For our system we have g, ￿y, ￿￿ as the predetermined variables, the rest are jump variables.
This implies that we need three stable roots.
Exercise 31 Write code that will compute the generalised Schur vectors and evaluates the
Blanchard and Kahn condition.
Solution 31 Code that does this is:
[Z,dz] = schur(AA,EE,’d’);
nr = nz+nx-dz; // No. pred + jump costates - stable
if (nr <> 0) then




where Z are the Schur vectors, and dz is the number of stable eigenvalues. You should get:
Zdz D
2











7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7
5
where Zdz are the ￿rst dz columns of Z and dz D 3, plus con￿rmation that the Blanchard-Kahn
condition holds.
The Schur decomposition implies that for matrices e E and e A we can write T D Q0e EZ and
























































Pre-multiplying this by Q and noting that QQ0 D I we can see from the middle two terms above















Given that S and T are block-triangular the system is suf￿ciently decoupled to be solved for
decision rules. We now solve the problem as before in terms of appropriate N, L, b A and b G
matrices ignoring the stochastic components at ￿rst. Again, we use the fact that since the jump
variables are associated with them the system’s unstable roots for the model to be stable the
normalised variables must satisfy:
e ￿t D 0 8t:












so it must be that:
kt D Z11e kt
￿t D Z21e kt
) ￿t D Z21Z
￿1
11 | {z }
￿N
kt:
If we substitute into (17) and guess a solution ￿tC1 D ￿NktC1 so that the system is written as:
￿ e E11 e E12






￿ e A11 e A12










so that using the ￿rst row into the second and collecting terms leads to a solution for the matrices
(for details see the companion Handbook):
￿t D ￿Nkt ￿ L"t
ktC1 D b Akt C b G"t





￿e E11 ￿ e E12N
￿
;
b N D .e E21 ￿ e E22N/b E
￿1;
L D
￿ e A22 ￿ b N e A12
￿￿1 ￿e G2 ￿ b Ne G1
￿
;
b A D b E
￿1 ￿ e A11 ￿ e A12N
￿
;
b G D b E
￿1 ￿e G1 ￿ e A12L
￿
:
Exercise 32 Write code that computes N, L, b A and b G after ensuring that matrices E, A and G
are partitioned appropriately.
Solution 32 The code that computes these matrices is presented below. It ￿rst partitions the
matrices E, A and G and then N, L, b A and b G are computed:
// Generalised Blanchard-Kahn based on generalised real Schur
// Model of form: E*s_t+1 = A*s_t + G*epsilon_t
// Solved to form: z_t+1 = Ahat*z_t + Ghat*epsilon_t
// x_t = - N*z_t - L*epsilon_t
// Returns: Ahat, Ghat, N, L





if (d <> 0) then
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To run the programme we just need to type the following code:
[EE, AA, GG] = Hamilton(E, A, B, G, beta, Q, R);
[ee, rr, gg] = OrderHamilton(EE, AA, GG, nx, ni);
[Ahat,Ghat,N,L] = BKgen(ee, rr, gg, ns+ni);






































As was the case before, given that we have computed the decision matrices, we can solve the
model and present the results in terms of impulse responses and moments. Here we will only plot
impulse responses (the reader is encouraged to write code to calculate the appropriate moments).
Exercise 33 Write code that will compute the impulse responses following a demand shock.
Solution 33 We get the following impulse response (compare it with the equivalent impulse
response that came from the Taylor rule):
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nplot = 40;
pzt = zeros(nz+nx,1); // Predetermined state
shks = zeros(1,nplot); shks(1,1) = 1; // Shock=1 in period 1
for n = 1:nplot-1
pzt(:,n+1) = Ahat*pzt(:,n) + Ghat*shks(:,n); // The solution
end
pxt = -N*pzt-L*shks; // The solution




Exercise 34 Do the same exercise but for a supply shock.
Solution 34 For the supply shock we get:
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preferences, such as the weights to the output gap, !, and the variability of the interest rate term,
￿. Indeed, setting ￿ to zero is one possibility and conforms to welfare maximisation in certain
cases. See Woodford (2003), Chapter 6. There are also interesting implications for policy that are
re￿ected in the behaviour of the Lagrange multipliers. In the companion Handbook we discuss
these issues further.
8 Other policy solutions: Optimal Taylor rules and time consistent control
In this section we examine alternative policy problems to the optimal monetary policy problem
examined in the previous section. We will consider two problems. In the ￿rst, for a given set of
preferences the policymaker uses a Taylor rule but has to decide the value of the coef￿cients in
that rule (that is, ￿￿ and ￿y). In the second, the policymaker ￿ and again for a given set of
preferences ￿ must calculate the best policy available which it has no incentive to change with
time.
Both of these problems require different techniques to solve them to the ones we have so far
considered and are at ￿rst sight a lot more daunting. The optimal Taylor rule problem requires us
to use a ‘black-box’ optimisation routine (Scilab has a pretty good one) which we need to write
functions to use. The time consistent control problem is rather like the optimal policy but
involves a lot more algebra, and so should be more familiar in structure if not implementation.
We implement basic versions of these problems here, and leave it to the Blake and
Fernandez-Corugedo (2010) to rigorously cover the more general case.
8.1 Optimal Taylor rules
The structure of the problem is as follows. Assume that (1), (2), (3) and (5) continue to determine
the evolution of the economy. Since we have not speci￿ed an equation like (4), the policymaker’s
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the ‘standard’ Taylor rule coef￿cients that we have already used extensively with coef￿cients
(usually) assumed to be ￿￿ D 1:5 and ￿ y D 0:5 is abandoned. Instead, for a given set of
preferences for the policymaker (to be determined), plus equations (1), (2), (3) and (5), the
‘optimal’ size of coef￿cients ￿￿ and ￿ y is examined. It turns out, for this problem, that we only
need to consider one of the two coef￿cients in the Taylor rule with the second ￿xed arbitrarily
(we demonstrate this later). We will therefore choose ￿￿ and we will be ￿xing ￿ y. We can then
compare the ‘optimal’ with the ‘standard’ values for ￿￿.
The problem for the policymaker is to choose the appropriate parameter ￿￿ such that










subject to rt D ￿￿￿
e















.1 ￿ ￿/.1 ￿ ￿￿/
￿
.￿ C ’/ yt C .1 ￿ ￿/gt (23)
gt D ￿gt￿1 C "t, where "t ￿ N.0;V/ (24)
where (20) is the cost function that the policymaker wishes to minimise. We will explicitly code
it as the function costf below. It is de￿ned as the weighted average of the asymptotic variances
of y and ￿ (￿ y and ￿￿). This cost function is not so very different from the cost function that we
examined in the previous section: here we assume that the policymaker does not like large
￿uctuations in output and in￿ation with ! determining the weight on output relative to in￿ation
￿uctuations (we assume ! < 1). We use our basic model (it is left as an exercise to try out more
complicated ones) and we repeat the equations for convenience. Because the problem is not very
interesting with demand shocks (why?) we investigate supply shocks, and for this reason
equations (22) and (23) are different from our baseline model. Equation (24) determines the
persistence of the supply shock, but note it now matters that we have a variance for that shock,
which we denote V: This will be needed for us to be able to evaluate the welfare loss. Finally,
note that in the Taylor rule (21) the interest rate is a function of expected future in￿ation rather
than current in￿ation. We do this to make the optimisation problem a little different.
Although for this problem there are analytical solutions for certain cases (see Blake (2004)), we
will use numerical optimisation techniques. We explain each step of the problem in turn. Note
that, even though we are focusing on a Taylor-type rule, there is no intrinsic distinction between
this and a money targeting rule or a different type of interest rate rule. The reader is encouraged
to examine an optimal money targeting rule.
8.1.1 Obtaining the numerical solution
The mathematical problem is split into different sections. First, we need to set up the model in
state space, that is, equations (21), (22), (23) and (24). Note that for this state-space model there
will be one parameter that will not have numerical values, ￿￿: The second step is to set up the
cost function, (20). The third step is to evaluate the cost associated with any parameter value of
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the cost function given the model at all points on the chosen grid. Then the minimum cost is
saved and the coef￿cient values associated with that cost, reported. However, whilst sometimes
effective, this procedure is very time consuming in problems with many coef￿cients and depends
on ￿nding an appropriate grid. If the minimum doesn’t lie in the grid you cannot ￿nd it, and it
isn’t always obvious that it lies outside a given grid from the function values.
An alternative way is to exploit some of Scilab intrinsic routines, in particular the optim routine
which for a speci￿ed function, in our case (20), (21), (22), (23) and (24) plus initial values over
which Scilab will try to optimise, will return the optimal value of that function plus the variables





where costf .￿/ is a user-speci￿ed cost function that depends on a vector of control parameters ￿.
This is a simple numerical search problem, and we need to use a packaged routine to locate the
minimum. The numerical optimisation routine in Scilab that we will use is optim. So in Scilab
we will need to issue a command to invoke the optimisation routine, perhaps of the form:
[cost,theta_opt]=optim(costf,theta_0)
For the cost function costf and some initial value for ￿, theta_0, Scilab will return, cost
which is the value of costf at the optimum and theta_opt which is the value of ￿ that
minimises costf. We use a slight variation on this and instead use the following code:
[cost, theta_opt] = optim(list(NDcost,costf), theta_0)
which still produces the optimal f and xopt but means that we don’t have to write a
complicated cost function that returns derivatives as well as the value of the cost. What the list
object does is supply two functions to optim in a list, NDcost and costf, the ￿rst of which
takes the numerical derivatives of the second function, the one we want to optimise.
8.1.2 The model in state space
Exercise 35 Write a Scilab function with a single argument that speci￿es the model in
state-space form and uses the input argument as the in￿ation coef￿cient in the Taylor rule.
HINT: The function should return model dependent quantities E, A, G and V (the
variance-covariance of the shocks, in this case unity), and the parameters of the cost function Q
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should look like the Q we speci￿ed for the optimal control problem) and nx (the number of jump
variables).
Solution 35 The code for the function that de￿nes the matrices E, A, G, V; Q and the scalar nx
is:
function[E, A, G, V, Q, nx] = modelOne(param)
// Set up simple New Keynesian model
// Parameters for the model
nx = 2; // Number of jumps
sigma = 1; // CRRA parameter consumption
rho = 0.85; // persistence parameter for shock
varpi = 1; // CRRA for labour
beta1 = 0.99; // Rate of time preference
theta = 0.75; // Probability of changing prices
theta_y = 0.5; // Feedback on output
omega = 0.6; // Weight on output
B = [0; 1/sigma; 0];
E0 = [1 0 0; 0 1 1/sigma; 1-rho 0 beta1];
// param is Taylor coefficient: Feedback on expected inf
E = E0-B*[0 0 param];
A0 = [rho 0 0; 0 1 0; 0 0 1];
D = [0; 0; (theta-1)*(1-beta1*theta)/theta];
K = [0 sigma+varpi 0];
// theta_y is the feedback on output
A = A0 + D*K + B*[0 theta_y 0];
G = [1; 0; 0];
// Covariance of shocks, dimension same as cols(G)
V = 1;
// Q dimension same as A
Q = [0 0 0; 0 omega 0; 0 0 1];
endfunction
As we saw in the previous section, running this code will not produce any output, it simply
creates a function that takes the argument param, that is ￿￿; and returns E, A, B, G, V; Q and
the scalar nx: Thus if you type:
[E, A, G, V, Q, nx] = modelOne(1.5)






























5; V D 1
with nx D 2. If instead you typed:
[E, A, G, V, Q, nx] = modelOne(4)









where only element E2;3 changes.
The second step is to de￿ne the cost function (20). But before we examine the Scilab code, we
need to introduce a little mathematical notation. Because the cost function is speci￿ed in terms of
variances of output and in￿ation (two of our three state variables comprising st in our model), if
we can obtain the variance-covariance matrix associated with the state variables in the system,
we can calculate the cost for a given !: We need to revisit notation ￿rst. Recall that the solution
of the standard model was given by (7) and (6) here reproduced for convenience:
ztC1 D b Azt C b G"t
xt D ￿Nzt ￿ L"t
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PtC1 D b APt b A
0 C b GV b G
0
which is known as a Lyapunov equation. If the model is stationary (it is in our case), the long-run
state covariance is
P D b APb A
0 C b GV b G
0
which we solve for P using the Scilab function lyap. We discuss this further later.
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￿ b APb A0 C d GV￿b G0 ￿PN0
￿N P N PN0 ￿ LV L0
￿
(25)
given P which we obtain using lyap. The ￿nal step for our cost calculation is to note that the





￿ D trace.QS/ (26)
The last expression for the cost follows from the ‘cyclical permutation of a trace’ result which
says that trace.AB/ Dtrace.BA/ for conformable matrices (see L￿tkepohl, 1996, p. 41). As the
cost is a scalar we can appeal to the result that the trace of a scalar is equal to the scalar. This








where we replace the unconditional expectation, E[sts0
t], with S.
So to de￿ne our cost function, we need to do this in a number of steps. First, we need to obtain
the value of P by solving the Lyapunov equation, then use this solution to calculate the
asymptotic variance of all the variables and then the cost. Note that throughout we will making
using of the rational expectations solution of the model, that is, we will be using the matrices N,
L, b A and b G and also that these matrices are all a function of the Taylor rule parameter. The cost
is then de￿ned using (26).
Exercise 36 Write Scilab code to compute the cost for given b A, b G, V and Q.
Solution 36 There is an intrinsic Scilab procedure lyap that we can use to compute P. This
function solves for H0PH ￿ P D O, which rewrites the Lyapunov equation to gather all the
terms in P on one side. This implies that H is b A0 for the way round we have written it, and O is
￿b GV b G0. Since this function requires values for b A; and b G; we ￿rst need to solve the model. This
we do using the function that we used in the last section, solBK, so by typing:
[E, A, G, V, Q, nx] = modelOne(1.5);
[Ah, Gh, N, L] = BKgen(E, A, G, nx);
P = lyap(Ah’, -Gh*V*Gh’, ’d’)
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should obtain the following output:4
P = 3.603604
The code that calculates the covariance of the entire state is then:
S = [P -P*N’; -N*P N*P*N’+L*V*L’];





It then only remains to de￿ne the cost function:
cost = trace(Q*S)
running that code you should obtain:
cost = 1.3898525
So far we have de￿ned functions that given the model’s parameters are able to compute the cost
function. Note that the code allows different values of ￿￿ to be feed through. But before we
exploit optim, we need write a Scilab function that can be passed into optim.
Exercise 37 Using the code from the previous exercise, de￿ne a function that returns the cost for
some given ￿￿.
4Actually this is easy for our problem, as the only predetermined state is g which is unaffected by policy so, so for our parameters it must
be that P D 1
1￿0:852 D 3:6036. However, for models with more than one predetermined state this won’t hold.
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// This function calls modelOne(), solves it & calculates cost
function cost = fmodel(param)
[E, A, G, V, Q, nx] = modelOne(param);
[Ah, Gh, N, L] = BKgen(E, A, G, nx);
if Ah == -9999
cost = -9999; disp(sprintf(’FAIL: Param = %g’, param))
return;
end
P = lyap(Ah’, -Gh*V*Gh’, ’d’);
S = [P -P*N’; -N*P N*P*N’+L*V*L’];
cost = trace(Q*S);
endfunction
Note that this function is a little more general than the code above as it also ￿ags being off the
saddlepath. Having created this function, we are now ready to use optim.
Exercise 38 Use the Scilab routine optim to ￿nd out the coef￿cient of the Taylor rule that
minimises the cost function. Use as your starting value ￿￿ D 1:5.
Solution 38 The Scilab code is simply:
[cost, param] = optim(list(NDcost,fmodel), 1.5)
The call to optim looks slightly different, because we need to tell it the name of the cost
function and how it should calculate the derivatives of that function. There are ways of supplying
analytic derivatives to optim, but we haven’t bothered to work them out, so the list()
supplies a single argument (the list) which includes the names of the cost function (fmodel)
and the name of a Scilab function to use to calculate approximate numerical derivatives
(NDcost). For further details of this see the excellent discussion in Campbell, Chancelier and
Nikoukhah (2006), Section 4.2.
Typing this in gives following output:
param = 2.3803
cost = 1.0921
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coef￿cient.5 To see what Scilab has done, examine the following:
This ￿gure plots the cost function and its derivative (y-axis) against ￿￿ (x-axis). We know that
for an optimum, the derivative has to be equal to zero, which is the point at which the green
dotted line crosses the zero line. That point is consistent with the minimum of the cost function,
the red dotted line. The code that created this ￿gure is:
// Loop over inf feedback & store cost/derivatives
pars=[1.2:0.01:3]’;
for i = 1:size(pars,1)





h=scf(); h.figure_name = ’fmodel & fmodel gradient’;
plot(pars,cs,’:r’, pars,ds,’:g’, pars,0*pars,’-k’);
plot([param; param], [max(cs); min(ds)], ’-b’);
h1=legend([’Cost’; ’(d Cost)/(d theta_pi)’],4);
xtitle(’ ’, ’Feedback on pi’, ’Cost & (d Cost)/(d theta_pi)’);
5We have already computed the cost associated with the standard Taylor Rule coef￿cient, cost D 1:39, which is of course higher than the
minimum cost D 1:09.
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We can plot the impulse responses associated with the optimal Taylor rule and compare them to
the ‘standard’ response.
Exercise 39 Plot the impulse responses associated with the optimal Taylor rule.
Solution 39 The impulse responses look as follows:
The code that produces this ￿gure is given by:
[E, A, G, V, Q, nx] = modelOne(param);
[Ah, Gh, N, L] = BKgen(E, A, G, nx);
// Code for impulse response
np = 40; // No. of periods
ns = size(A,1);
z = zeros(ns-nx,1); // Pred state
e = zeros(1,nplot+1);
e(1,1) = 1; // Shock=1, period 1
for n=1:np
z(:,n+1) = Ah*z(:,n) + Gh*e(:,n); // Pred solution
end
x = -N*z-L*e; // Jump solution
// Implied interest rate
s = [z; x];
i = [0 0.5 0]*s(:,1:$-1) + [0 0 param]*s(:,2:$);




Two further experiments are useful. First, we stated earlier that only one coef￿cient matters, and




which has the same cost but a different (lower) optimal feedback on in￿ation. Try plotting the
impulse responses for the parameter pair ￿ y D 0:25, ￿￿ D 1:8495.
A second experiment is to vary the weight on output, !. The following graph was obtained by
looping over the optimisation problem whilst varying !:
Try recreating this graph.
HINT: The value of ! used by the function modelOne is not supplied as an argument to it (or
indeed to fmodel) so to vary it requires the use of a global variable. If you use the keyword
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can be set within a loop but would be available within modelOne.
8.2 Time consistent control
We now sketch a different way of solving the optimal control problem. Consider a deterministic






















subject to stC1 D Ast C But:
Rather than use the Lagrange multiplier approach we used above, instead we use dynamic




















0 S .Ast C But/
where we assume that the quadratic cost-to-go in all periods can be represented by some
quadratic function of the state now. If this is correct, then the ￿rst order conditions with respect
to the control instrument give:
FOC: Rut C ￿B
0S .Ast C But/ D 0
This implies that the optimal feedback rule is:
ut D ￿Fst
where:


















0RF C ￿ .A ￿ BF/




S D Q C F
0RF C ￿.A ￿ BF/
0S.A ￿ BF/:
If we solve this for S we can fully characterise the optimal policy. A simple way of doing this is
an iterative scheme, for example:
S0 D Q; k D 0; dS D 1;
while .dS > tol1/ and .k < tol2/
Fk D ￿.R C ￿B0SkB/￿1B0SkA
SkC1 D Q C F0
kRFk C ￿.A ￿ BFk/0Sk.A ￿ BFk/
dS D jSkC1 ￿ Skj
k D k C 1
end
where, for example, tol1 D 1e ￿ 10 and tol2 D 10000. This isn’t very ef￿cient and we would
usually use some other method (as we did above) but this should work.
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assume that all agents expect that the policymaker will follow a ￿xed coef￿cient feedback rule on
the predetermined state alone, and that this is followed in all periods. This was ￿rst suggested as




















if we substitute the model into xe
tC1 D ￿NztC1 we can get:
.A21zt C A22xt C B2ut/ D ￿N .A11zt C A12xt C B1ut/
so that:
xt D ￿Jzt ￿ Kut
where:
J D .A22 C N A12/
￿1.N A11 C A21/
K D .A22 C N A12/
￿1.NB1 C B2/:
This implies that the dynamics of the predetermined states are:
ztC1 D 0zt C 7ut
where
7 D B1 ￿ A12K
0 D A11 ￿ A12J:
Now we solve the optimisation problem substituting out for xt in the objective function. The












t .Q11 ￿ J0Q21 ￿ Q12J C J0Q22J/zt
Cu0
tK 0 .Q22J ￿ Q21/zt C z0
t .J0Q22 ￿ Q12/ Kut
Cu0







0 S .0zt C 7ut/:
which now effectively includes covariance costs between ut and zt. We can follow exactly the
same procedure as before and derive an optimal feedback on the predetermined state and an
associated Riccati equation. It is then simple to establish that the optimal feedback rule is:
ut D ￿Fzt
where:





0 .Q22J ￿ Q21//
with Riccati equation:
S D Q11 ￿ N





N D J ￿ K F; 1 D A11 ￿ A12N ￿ B1F:
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for example:
S0 D Q; N D A21; k D 1; dS D 1;
while .dS > tol1/ and .k < tol2/
Jk D .A22 C NkA12/￿1.NkA11 C A21/
Kk D .A22 C NkA12/￿1.NkB1 C B2/
0k D A11 ￿ A12Jk
7k D B1 ￿ A12Kk
Fk D ￿.R C K 0
kQ22Kk C ￿70
kSk7k/￿1.70
kSk0k C K 0
k .Q22Jk ￿ Q21//
Nk D Jk ￿ KkFk
1k D A11 ￿ A12Nk ￿ B1Fk
SkC1 D Q11 ￿ N0




dS D jSkC1 ￿ Skj
k D k C 1
end
Note we also need to initialise N as well as S. For the latter, it is now of the same dimension as
Q11 so we use it, and N matches A21, so we use that. It might be worth experimenting with
different starting values to check that it converges to the same solution.
Exercise 40 Write code to implement this algorithm.
Solution 40 We will write a function to do this below, but in the meantime the following code
fragment illustrates how we could implement it:
S=Q11;
i=1; while i <= 10000
So = S;
w = inv(A22 + N*A12);
J = w*(N*A11 + A21);
K = w*(N*B1 + B2);
Ahat = A11 - A12*J;
Bhat = B1 - A12*K;
w = inv(R + K’*Q22*K + rho*Bhat’*S*Bhat);




S = Q11 - N’*Q21 - Q12*N + N’*Q22*N + F’*R*F + w;
if sum(abs(S-So)) <= 1e-10, break, end
i=i+1;
end
disp(sprintf("Number of iterations = %g", i));
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turning it into a function to the next subsection (the function TCC), where we calculate some
actual time-consistent policies and compare them with time inconsistent and Taylor-type ones.
8.3 Comparing Taylor, optimal and consistent policies
We ￿nish the Handbook with a ￿nal exercise to compare the equilibria we have calculated
optimal time inconsistent and optimal time consistent for the same model, and we intend to plot
them with the Taylor rule. To do this we gather up all the code necessary to do optimal control
into a single ￿le that we call control.sci. A print out of all those functions is given below,
and we describe the function of each in a minute. Most should be completely familiar.
// Set the system of first order conditions
// Lm_t+1 = Rm_t + G*e_t
// where m contains states, s, controls, u, and costates, mu
// L=|E 0 0 |, R=| A B 0|, G=|G|
// |0 0 d*B’| | 0 -R’ 0| |0|
// |0 0 d*A’| |-Q 0 E| |0|
function [L, R, G] = Hamilton(E, A, B, d, Q, R, G)
ZA=zeros(A); ZB=zeros(B); ZR=zeros(R);
L = [E ZB ZA; ZB’ ZR d*B’; ZA ZB d*A’];
R = [A B ZA; ZB’ -R ZB’; -Q ZB E’];
G = [G; zeros(sum(size(B)),size(G,2))];
endfunction
function [L, R, G] = Reorder(l, r, g, nx, ni)
ns=(size(l,1)-ni)/2; nz=ns-nx; m=ns+ni+nz;
i = [1:nz m+1:ni+2*ns ns+1:m nz+1:ns];
L = l(i,i); R = r(i,i); G = g(i,:);
endfunction
function [Ah, Gh, N, L] = CHU(E, A, B, G, Q, R, rho, nx)
ni = size(B,2);
[al, ar, gg] = Hamilton(E, A, B, rho, Q, R, G);
if nx > 0, [al, ar, gg] = Reorder(al, ar, gg, nx, ni); end
[Ah, Gh, N, L] = BKgen(al, ar, gg, ns+ni);
endfunction
// Time consistent control
function [Ah,Gh,N,L,F] = TCC(A, B, G, Q, R, d, nx, maxit)
// Expects model input in the format:
// [z_{t} ] = [A11 A12] [z_{t-1}] + [B1] u_t + [G1] e_t
// [x_{t+1}] [A21 A22] [x_t ] [B2] [G2]
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S=Q(z,z);
i=1; while i <= maxit
So=S;
w = inv(A(x,x) + N*A(z,x));
j = w*(N*A(z,z) + A(x,z));
k = w*(N*B(z,:) + B(x,:));
b = B(z,:)-A(z,x)*k;
a = A(z,z)-A(z,x)*j;
F = (R + k’*Q(x,x)*k + d*b’*S*b)\d*(b’*S*a + k’*(Q(x,x)*j-Q(x,z)));
N = j-k*F;
Ah = A(z,z)-A(z,x)*N-B(z,:)*F;
S = Q(z,z) - N’*Q(x,z) - Q(z,x)*N + N’*Q(x,x)*N ...
+ F’*R*F + d*Ah’*S*Ah;
if sum(abs(S-So)) <= 1e-10, break, end
i=i+1;
end




// Generalised Blanchard-Kahn based on generalised real Schur
// Model of form: E*s_t+1 = A*s_t + G*epsilon_t
// Solved to form: z_t+1 = Ahat*z_t + Ghat*epsilon_t
// x_t = - N*z_t - L*epsilon_t
// Returns: Ahat, Ghat, N, L




if (nz <> dz) then













function [z, x] = simul(Ahat, Ghat, N, L, z0, e, m)
z=z0;
for n=1:m-1, z(:,n+1) = Ahat*z(:,n) + Ghat*e(:,n); end
x = -N*z - L*e;
endfunction
// Graph function for predetermined and jump
function plotzx(z,zlabel,x,xlabel,h,titl,n)
subplot(n);








We describe the purpose of each function in Table K.
Function Purpose
BKgen Solves a rational expectations model given by the triple E, A, G
Hamilton Create a system of ￿rst order condition for control problem
Reorder Re-order Hamilton to put jumps last
CHU Routine to call Hamilton, Reorder and BKgen
TCC Time consistent control
simul Simulate model output from BKgen, CHU or TCC
plotzx Plot predetermined and jump variables on selected subplot
Table K: List of control functions
None of these functions contain much that is new, but they form a convenient library for us to
use. The reader should familiarise themselves with the logic of the functions to see that they
perform the necessary operations for the optimal control problem. Now we turn to the
comparison exercise.
Exercise 41 Write code to implement the standard Taylor rule, the optimal policy and the time
consistent policy for the model with the hybrid Phillips’ curve. Use ! D 0:15 as the cost of
output deviations with no instrument costs.
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// Model defined as
// E*s_t+1 = A*s_t + B*i_t + G*v_t





sigma = 1; // CRRA parameter consum
rho = 0.85; // Persistence param for shock
varpi = 1; // CRRA for labour
beta = 0.99; // Rate of time preference
theta = 0.75; // Prob of changing prices
gammaf = 0.2; // Coeff on forward inflation
gammab = 0.8; // Coeff on backward inflation
vvy = 0.5; // Coeff on output gap in Taylor rule
vvp = 1.5; // Coeff on inflation in Taylor rule
omega = 0.15; // Cost of output deviation
delt = 0.0; // Interest rate level cost
ns=4; // No. of variables in the model
nx=2; // No. of jump variables
nz=ns-nx; // No. of pre-determined variables
nu=1; // No. of shocks
ni=1; // No. of instruments (interest rate)
E = [1 0 0 0; 0 1 0 0; 0 0 1 1/sigma; (1-rho) 0 0 gammaf];
D = -(1-theta)*(1-beta*theta)*(sigma+varpi)/theta;
A = [rho 0 0 0; 0 0 0 1; 0 0 1 0; 0 -gammab D 1];
B = [0; 0; 1/sigma; 0];
F = [0 0 vvy vvp]; // Taylor rule
G = [1; 0; 0; 0];
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z0 = zeros(nz,1); z(1,1) = 0; //Define pred state
e = zeros(1,nplot); e(1,1) = 1; //Shock=1 in first period
// Model with Taylor rule
[Ahat,Ghat,N,L] = BKgen(E,A+B*F,G,nx);
[z, x] = simul(Ahat, Ghat, N, L, z0, e, nplot);
plotzx(z,[’g’;’pi(-1)’],x,[’y’;’pi’],h,’Taylor rule’,321)
// Model with optimal policy
[Ah0, Gh0, N0, L0] = CHU(E, A, B, G, Q, R, beta, nx);
[z, x] = simul(Ah0, Gh0, N0, L0, zeros(ns,1), e, nplot);
plotzx(z,[’g’;’pi(-1)’;’mu_3’;’mu_4’],...
x,[’i’;’mu_1’;’mu_2’;’y’;’pi’],h,’Optimal’,323)
// Model with optimal TC policy
[Ah1, Gh1, N1, L1, F1] = TCC(E\A, E\B, E\G, Q, R, beta, nx, 1000);
[Ah1a, Gh1a, N1a, L1a] = BKgen(E,A-B*[F1 0 0],G,nx); // Check
[z, x] = simul(Ah1a, Gh1a, N1a, L1a, z0, e, nplot);
plotzx(z,[’g’;’pi(-1)’],x,[’y’;’pi’],h,’Consistent’,325)
Running this plots all three policy regimes on a single sheet of graphs, shown on the next page.
Note that the predetermined variables all begin at zero (including gt and the predetermined
co-states) and that the optimal policy delivers both lower in￿ation and less output loss than the
time consistent equilibrium. The Taylor rule is much more in￿ationary with less of a drop in
output but with a slower return to equilibrium.
Some exercises to try are using the optimised coef￿cients in the Taylor rule for comparison,
setting the cost on the deviation of the interest rate from base to some positive number, varying
the weight on output, using a different variation of the New Keynesian model or trying a different
shock. The reader is encouraged to try some of these exercises, as these are the most complicated
parts of the Handbook.
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This Handbook has been all about applying methods to models. The kinds of model discussed
here ￿ linear general equilibrium models with rational expectations ￿ are a natural part of the
central bank economist’s toolkit. The appropriate modelling of monetary policy in these models
is even more so. This Handbook aims to get people familiar with the methods and then to use
them to solve their own problems by demonstrating exactly how to do it in as simple a way as
possible. Our Scilab code hopefully forms a useful library of routines than can be reused by
economists wishing to investigate the properties of their models.
We strongly believe in learning-by-doing and hope that the exercises and suggested variations
help the reader understand both the techniques being used and the Scilab code. A companion
Handbook, Blake and Fernandez-Corugedo (2010), has more details of the solution methods and
a thorough discussion of some of the more technical issues.
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